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A construction is given for two non-isomorphic graphs G and H such that 
x(G; x,y) = x(H; x,J‘). The two graphs can be made strict, and even 
S-connected. 
1. THE DICHROMATE OF A GRAPH 
With any graph G there is associated a polynomial x(G; x, I’) in two 
variables x and I’, having the following properties I and IT: 
1. f G has I loops. i isthmuses, and no other edges, then 
x(G; x, y) = xiyr. 
II. If A is an edge qf G that is neither a loop nor an isthmus, then 
x(G; x, v> = x(Gza’; x, v> + x(G ; x, ~1. 
Here GA’ is the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge A, and G; 
the graph obtained from G by contracting A, with its two ends, to a single 
vertex. 
The polynomial x(G; x, y) is called the dichromate of G in [4], a paper 
in which the basic theory is presented. The term “dichromatic polynomial” 
has also been used, but it is applied in [6] to a different though closely 
related function. 
In principle x(G; x, JJ) can be calculated recursively for any graph G, 
using I and II. The work can often be shortened by the use of the following 
theorem : 
1. I. Let G be the union of two subgraphs H mrd K having no commott 
edge and at most one common vertex. Then 
x(G; x, v> = xW; x, u> x(K x, ~1. 
* This work was partly supported by a grant from the National Research Council 
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This result can be established by induction on the number of edges, as 
a consequence of I and II. 
Let us say that two graphs G and H are codichromatic if x(G; x, y) = 
x(H; x, v). By the above theorem two graphs are codichromatic if they 
have the same blocks (to within isomorphisms). This case of codichro- 
maticity is usually dismissed as trivial. One sometimes hears the conjecture 
that two codichromatic graphs must have the same circuit-matroid, that 
is there must be a l-l correspondence between their edge-sets that preserves 
circuits. 
For a connected graph G the tree-number, or number of spanning trees, 
is x(G; 1, I), and the chromatic polynomial P(G, A), for li vertices, is 
given by 
P(G, A) = A(-l)@l x(G; 1 - h, 0). 
(See, e.g., [4], [6].) Doubling an edge in G does not affect P(G, A), but it 
alters the tree-number. This observation shows that graphs with the same 
chromatic polynomial do not necessarily have the same dichromate. 
2. THE GRAY GRAPHS 
The above-mentioned conjecture was disproved forty years ago by 
Marion C. Gray [2]. Dr. Gray stated the codichromatic property of her 
graphs by saying that they had the same Whitney numbers frZ<j . (See [7].) 
The two graphs are shown below in Figure 1. 
FIGURE 1 
To prove that the two graphs are codichromatic we make use of the 
edges marked A and B. It is easily verified that GA’ and Hs’ are isomorphic, 
as are G> and Hfl. Hence G and H are codichromatic by Property II. 
To prove that G and H have different circuit-matroids we observe that H, 
unlike G, has a triangle having no common edge with any other triangle. 
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The common dichromate can be calculated. It is given in the following 
table: 
0 3 6 7 4 1 
2 10 13 6 1 
6 13 6 1 
7 6 1 
4 1 
1 
The coefficient of xi),j, at least when non-zero, is written in the (i + 1)th 
row and the (j + I)th column. We note that the table of coefficients is 
symmetrical. This is related to the fact that H is isomorphic to the dual 
graph of G. Planar duality interchanges loops and isthmuses, edge- 
deletions and edge-contractions. 
Tn the present paper I extend Gray’s work by giving other examples of 
codichromatic graphs. The constructions can be adjusted to give strict 
graphs with connectivities up to 5. (A strict graph is one without loops 
or multiple joins.) The basic idea occurs in [l], where it is applied to the 
construction of pairs of graphs having the same number of spanning trees. 
This tree-number is identical with x(G; I, I). 
3. X-INVARIANT BORDER-MAPPINGS 
Let R be a graph, with vertex-set V(R). Let U be a fixed subset of V(R). 
We call U the border of R, and its members the border-vertices of R, A 
border-mapping of R is a l-l mapping of U onto itself which is its own 
inverse. We suppose some border-mappingf = f-l to be given. To avoid 
trivialities we require thatfis not induced by any isomorphism of R. 
A border-partition of R is a partition P = (U,, (i, . . . . . Un) of U into 
disjoint non-null subsets qi . Let R(P) denote the graph derived from R 
by identifying all the vertices of Uj to give a single new vertex zlj , for each 
relevant suffix .j. 
Given a border-partition P of R we can obtain a border-partition.fP 
of R by replacing each of the sets Uj by its image under f. We say that P 
is X-invariant with respect tof if 
x(W): -1c, v> = x(R(fP): x, Y>- 
If every partition P of U is x-invariant with respect to f we say that f is 
a x-invariant border-mapping of R. 
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Our construction for codichromatic graphs requires initially a graph R 
with a border U and a x-invariant border-mapping f. Before discussing 
the construction we had better satisfy ourselves that this requirement can 
be met. 
We choose R to have an automorphism B of order k >, 3. Let u be a 
vertex of R such that the k vertices U, Bu,..., CP-lu are all distinct. Then 
we take as the border of R the set (u, flu, 02zr ,..., @-9rJ, and we define 
a border-mapping f by 
f(&4) = Pj24. (1) 
We call the resulting structure a rotor of order k provided that the mapping 
f defined by (1) is indeed a border-mapping, not being induced by any 
isomorphism of R. There is no difficulty in constructing such rotors 
for any k > 3. Figure 2 shows an example for the case k = 3. Here 
f(u) = II and f(&) = e2zr. 
FIGURE 2 
In the example of Figure 2 it is clear that R(P) and R(fP) are isomorphic. 
for each of the 5 border-partitions P. Accordinglyfis x-invariant. 
Similar verifications of the x-invariance off can be made for other 
rotors of orders 3, 4, and 5. We can, however, give a theorem to shorten 
the work. Let us call a partition P of U bilaterally symmetric if it is identical 
with,fP, or if it can be transformed into fP by some power (9 of 0. 
3.1. III the case qf a rotor any bilateraly symmetric border-partition 
is x-invariant. 
Proof. For such a border-partition P we can write f(O*P) = @P for 
some integer 4. 
For any vertex 0% of U we have 
e-yf(e41) = f(eqeh)) 
by (1). SO P satisfies &pfP = f(@P), 
(2) 
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Now R(P) is isomorphic to R(&P) by the symmetry of the pair ;R, U). 
But R(@P) is identical with R(f(f?JP)), which is R(@jP). Hence R(P) 
is isomorphic to R(,fP), by the symmetry of {R, Uj. Accordingly P is 
x-invariant. 
It is easy to verify that in the case of any rotor of order 3, 4, or 5 every 
border-partition is bilaterally symmetric. We thus have 
3.2. In the case @‘a rotor qf order 3. 4, or 5 the border-mapping ,f’ is 
necessarily x-invariant. 
Indeedfhas a stronger property: R(P) and R(jP) are always isomorphic. 
In the case of a rotor of order 6 we encounter the border-partition 
{{u, B”uj, {Pzr, B”rr~, {&I:, {Bbtij;. which is not bilaterally symmetric. We 
have to leave open the question of whether Theorem 3.2 extends to rotors 
of higher orders. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF CODICHROMATIC GRAPHS 
Let R be a connected graph with a border U and a fixed X-invariant 
border-mapping,f: Such figures can be constructed, by 3.2. Let us call R 
the frotlt-graph. We need a second graph S, to be called the back-graph. 
Initially R and S are disjoint subgraphs of a common supergraph, their 
union. 
Let g be any mapping of U into V(S). It is not required that g shall map 
distinct vertices of CJ into distinct vertices of V(S). Let G be the graph 
formed from R u S by identifying s with gx for each x E U. 
There is a second mapping gfof U into Y(s). It gives rise to a graph H 
when s is identified with gfx for each x t U. We say that G and H are 
FIGURE 3 
f-equivalent graphs. An example is shown in Figure 3. Here R. U? and,f 
are as is Figure 2. 
4.1. ,f-equivalent graphs are codichrotnatic. 
Proof. We proceed by induction over the number tn of edges of the 
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back-graph S. We can regard R, U, and f as fixed. R is connected, as 
already stated. 
Suppose first that m = 0. Let S, be the subgraph of S defined by those 
vertices that are images under g of members of U. Then g determines 
a border-partition P = (U, , U2 ,..., U,) such that two vertices of U are 
mapped onto the same vertex of S, if and only if they belong to the same 
set Uj . Evidently gfdetermines the partition,fP. We have 
x(W); x, v) = x(R(fP); x, ,‘I 
by the x-invariance off. But the graph G determined by g differs from 
R(P) only by the adjunction of some isolated vertices, the members of 
V(S) - V(S,). The graph H determined by gf differs from R(jP) only 
by the adjunction of the same set of isolated vertices. Hence G and H are 
codichromatic, by I and 1.1. 
Assume as an inductive hypothesis that the theorem is true whenever nl 
is less than some positive integer q, and consider the case 1~1 = q. Choose 
an edge A of S. 
Suppose A is a loop of S. Then it is a loop of both G and H. Deleting 
it from S. G, and H we get graphs s’, G’. and H’, respectively. But G’ 
and H’ aref-equivalent, being formed, via the mappings g and gf, from R 
with the back-graph S’. Hence 
x(G; x, y) = .vx(G'; x, y) 
= yx(H'; x, y) 
= xW; x, .v>> 
by I, 1.1. and the inductive hypothesis. 
Suppose next that A is an isthmus of G. Then G consists of two disjoint 
subgraphs Y and Z and the edge A joining them. Since R is connected we 
may suppose it to be a subgraph of Y. But then A is also an isthmus of H; 
H consists of two disjoint subgraphs Y’ and Z and the edge A joining them, 
and Y’ is.6equivalent to Y. Hence 
X-G: x, y) = xx(Y; x, v) x(-Z: x, .v> 
= xX( Y’: x, y) x(Z; x. 1’) 
= x(H; x, J’), 
by I, 1.1, and the inductive hypothesis. 
In the remaining case A is not a loop or an isthmus either in G or in H, 
and we can use II. The graphs GA’ and HA’ are then f-equivalent, being 
formed from R with the back-graph SA’ via the mappings g and g$ Let k 
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be the mapping of V(S) onto V(Si) such that h-x = x if x is not an end of 
A, and kx is the vertex of identification otherwise. Then G> and H; are 
f-equivalent, being formed from R with the back-graph Si via the mappings 
kg and kg$ Hence 
x(G; x, Y> = ~(GA’; x, y) t- x(G’;, ; x, y) 
= x(H‘4’; x, .Y) + X(fG ; x, Y) 
= x(H; x, y), 
by II and the inductive hypothesis. 
The theorem is now verified for the case 111 == (I. It follows in general 
by induction. 
We can obtain strict Sconnected dichromatic graphs G and H by the 
construction of 4.1, using a suitable rotor or order 5. This is true whether 
we define Sconnection in terms of vertices, as in [3], or in terms of edges, 
as in [5]. 
It is desirable to find out whether or not Proposition 3.2 extends to 
rotors of all orders. If it does, then arbitrarily high connectivities can be 
achieved for G and H. 
A parallel theory of graphs having the same chromatic polynomial is 
being developed by L. Lee at the George Washington University. 
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